
Zhou Yinghui 

 
English version: 

During the six months in Japan I have grown a lot, among which the most important 
improvement is that my self-confidence has been greatly improved by constantly learning new 
things and overcoming new difficulties. Before going to waseda, I was often afraid to take a new 
step because of my lack of confidence. But in the exchange program, I experienced the first time 
to take a full semester of classes in English, to learn and apply a new language, to cook all kinds 
of food...These experiences tell me that even if for the things I haven't tried before, as long as I 
put effort into them, there will be gains. I've asked several other friends about this, and they feel 
the same way. There are different aspects of the exchange program so that everyone finds 
himself valuable in one area or another.  

In addition, it must be mentioned that in the exchange life of waseda, I have forged a very deep 
friendship with many students from different countries. Some I knew in waseda also came to 
Peking University as exchange students, and we often keep in touch. Recently I'm doing my best 
to help them better adapt to life in Peking University. 

Generally speaking, exchange in Japan is the most precious experience of my college life. 
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Peilin Zhang’s testimonial 

 

English version: 

I had a wonderful time studying in Waseda University. Nishi Waseda campus in is not big but 
well equipped with a central library and libraries in each department, convenient shops at 
reachable place, home-made obentou ( ) at lunch time, elevators in each building, much 
more importantly, professors with respectable knowledge and great manner. During my stay in 
Waseda, I experienced courses from different departments - Japanese class full of international 
students, seminars under interesting topics, lectures guided by wise professors, which were so 
fulfilling to be forgotten. Apart from study, campus life in Waseda is so colorful and abundant – 
the school club day when the campus is filled up with music and all sorts of clubs actively 
recruiting new members, the baseball game between Waseda and Keio where the way of 
cheerleading is so exciting and amazing, the high-level symphony orchestra and those lectures 
delivered by celebrities which Jack Ma also dropped by once. Furthermore, I cannot forget the 
kindness passed by my Japanese friends, who I made culture exchange with through mutual 
language support, who I played card games with on the grass, who showed their warmness 
through small gestures. Most importantly, I can never fully express my gratitude to Hirakawa 
sensei, Yui san, Akasaka san and all the stuff who once helped us. The memories with you guys 
are most precious. 



Fortunately, during my stay in Waseda, I had the chance to participate a cleanup activity 
organized voluntarily by the Green Bird group where Yoichi san and some other stuff of Waseda 
University are frequent participants. Many primary students joined too that day who actively, 
carefully picked up small garbage wherever they saw. I was totally moved when some shop 
owners came out and said thank you to those kids. It was a lesson not only for the kids but also 
for grownups that we should protect the environment and be grateful to others’ help no matter 
how small the deed is.  

It’s too limited to make a conclusion to the half year in Japan which makes me improved in so 
many aspects. If you are lucky to step on this journey, do cherish it! 
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Alex Li’s testimonial 

 

English version: 

I must say, being one of the members in the Dream Plan program, is one of the best experience I 
ever had. Attracted by Japanese literature, comics and animations, I applied for the Dream Plan 
program and then received the offer from Waseda University. I went through a journey of 6 
months I hadn’t experienced in my life and came back with a lot of great memories. Here, I only 
talk about the academic part and my travel to Hokkaido.  

 

During the exchange program at the WASEDA University, I devoted the majority of my time to 
my industrial organization and environmental economics class. I learned theories on oligopoly, 
product differentiation, price discrimination, externality, sustainability and so on. Derivations of 
formulas, extensive reading of academic materials, discussion with local students and 
presentations in Professor Hirakawa’s seminars, constructed my school life in Waseda 
University. I was so grateful that I reached out to many great professors, who gave me fresh 
impressions on economics and helped me make my mind up my mind to follow a career in 
academia. In that summer, I found an internship in Institute of Social Science of Tokyo 
University. I engaged in reading and organizing reading materials of Chinese economic history 
and historic statistics. I think, the most precious thing I received from the time I spent in Japan, 
is the zealousness and curiosity on study and economics. 

 



When I worked as an intern in U-Tokyo, it happened to be Ghost Festival. I use JRPASS and 
traveled to Hokkaido by myself. During the day, I spent most time in the tramcar and went a 
pleasure trip on the land of Tohoku and Hokkaido. During the night, I stayed in different cities, 
such as Sendai, Akita, Hakodate, Sapporo and so on. One of the best memories is that I attended 
two summer festivals in different cities and watched fireworks blooming above the towns. I 
have been attracted by the great nature in suburb and the street scenes in urban. Japan shows 
its unique and amazing beauty to me in the journey. Even when I came from Japan for two 
years, when I recall the memory of the journey, it still makes my life bright and colorful. 
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Yi Gao’s testimonial 

 

English version: 

The most memorable experience to me must be Sukumo field trip. During our stay in Kochi 
prefecture, I had the chance to get close to Japanese rural culture and communicate with 
residents there. Thanks to local government’s support, the trip was both interesting and 
informative.  While experiencing Sukumo culture, we also had a general understanding of the 
local political system and economic development mode. Despite the severe aging problem, local 
government and people are working hard to improve the situation. On the one hand, public and 
private support centers look after the elderly in need of caring services. On the other hand,  
industrial upgrading and population introduction advocated by the government will also 
alleviate the aging problem to some extent. I remember being in the forest and seeing trees 
being cut down after precision measurements for maximum sustainability. As I learned more 
about the place,I was particularly touched by the willingness of  some young people to come 
back after college to make contributions to their hometown. I realized when I visited The 
Sakamoto Ryoma Memorial Museum that Sukumo is a historic node connecting the past and 
creating the future. Perhaps that’s why my memories of it are so wonderful and marvelous. May 
lovely Sukumo embrace brighter future! 
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Xinyi Wu’s testimonial 

 

English version: 

Master Kong program brings me a lot. Not only I have the chance to experience studying at 
Waseda University, which is well known in all over the world, but I have a deeper understanding 
of Japan. The greatest thing is that, in the program, we have lots of chances to listen to all kinds 
of lectures, including lecture on Japan politics and economy, lecture on how to protect the 
environment and lecture on connections between Japan and China. After the lecture, we can 
have small talks with the lecturer! They are always willing to listen to our ideas and thoughts, 
and are willing to share their views. There are all kinds of lectures, for me I like the lecture on 
Japan’s film most! Also, because of those lectures and other activities in Waseda, I begin to 
develop global perspectives. In Waseda we are always encouraged to share ideas with foreign 
classmates in classes, therefore more voices can be heard. We can know more about how 
foreigners think about Japan and China. Personally speaking, those opportunities is a great help 
to build my confidence as I lack of confidence when speaking in public. 

I am always grateful When I look back at the experience in Japan and Waseda University. It is 
absolutely not only an experience to have fun in a foreign country, and the benefits are far more 
than you can imagine. It might bring you lifelong memories! 
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Yinghui Zhou’s testimonial 

 

English version: 

During the six months in Japan I have grown a lot, among which the most important 
improvement is that my self-confidence has been greatly improved by constantly learning new 
things and overcoming new difficulties. Before going to waseda, I was often afraid to take a new 
step because of my lack of confidence. But in the exchange program, I experienced the first time 
to take a full semester of classes in English, to learn and apply a new language, to cook all kinds 
of food...These experiences tell me that even if for the things I haven't tried before, as long as I 
put effort into them, there will be gains. I've asked several other friends about this, and they feel 
the same way. There are different aspects of the exchange program so that everyone finds 
himself valuable in one area or another.  

In addition, it must be mentioned that in the exchange life of waseda, I have forged a very deep 
friendship with many students from different countries. Some I knew in waseda also came to 
Peking University as exchange students, and we often keep in touch. Recently I'm doing my best 
to help them better adapt to life in Peking University. 

Generally speaking, exchange in Japan is the most precious experience of my college life. 

  



Jackson Zhao’s testimonial 

 

English version 

The Master Kong Scholarship Program provided me a unique opportunity to explore diverse 
academic fields, which later contributed to my postgraduate choice. I was enrolled at the School 
of Political Science and Economics – a top and prestigious school with modern facilities and 
influential alumni. During the semester, I learned the International Environmental Policy and 
Politics course with truly international classmates and studied urban issues in a course 
instructed by a knowledgeable German professor. In addition, opportunities to practice and 
present my research were abundant. I was mentored by professors to develop and accomplish 
an econometric study, a Tokyo’s urban research project, and my dream plan – Corporate Social 
Responsibility in Japan. These academic trainings required extensive readings, writings, and oral 
presentation, therefore, significantly developed my academic capability in the English world. 
Learning in public policy process and economics broaden my knowledge and later helped me 
apply graduate programs in environmental policy and economics. The Dream Plan project was 
very rigorous and presented me a lens to peek into the Japanese business culture and the 
society. This experience has proved to be beneficial for building my multicultural understanding 
and capability. As I faithfully believe, my successful application to Rhodes Scholarship can be 
partially credited to my academic and cultural experience at Waseda University, the Dream 
Program, and in Japan. 



 

Chinese version: 

  

 

 


